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Existing power systems are significantly susceptible to voltage instability problem since such
systems are stressed with the huge power transfers across the grids. Various power tracing
techniques have been developed but are limited to the application of transmission service pricing
in a deregulated environment. This paper presents a novel approach which adopts the power
tracing theory for voltage stability improvement via the development of reactive power tracing
capable index, named as LQP_LT. The index is tested in IEEE 14 Test Bus System in various
contingency states and comparison were made using the results obtained from the industrial
graded software PSS/E in evaluating the critical transmission lines in severe contingencies.
The LQP_LT index is found to be effective in determining the weak load buses in a
transmission system which ultimately responsible to cause stressed lines and overall voltage
instability in a system.
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1. Introduction
The non- linear nature of power system flow has caused the task of determining the
power transfer from generators to loads or lines to be complex. Approximate models and
tracing algorithms have been introduced in order to trace the power transfers between loads,
generators and lines, with the real power tracing being the main commodity [1-2].
However, reactive power in a system too, plays a vital role to maintain the system
stability and reliability. System operator need to make appropriate decision to implement
the corrective and preventive actions during multi-contingency situations which can lead to
voltage collapse occurrence [3-5]. Identification of the best location to perform load
shedding in a critical power network is crucial since this will affect the system performance
after improvement being done. The implementation of power tracing approach so far has
been limited to the field of transmission service pricing [7-9]. Due to the limited research
done for load fraction contribution on reactive power flow in transmission lines of power
system stability study [6-11], this paper presents a new reactive power tracing algorithm
and index known as LQP_LT, for the purpose of finding the appropriate locations in a
power system network for any preventive and corrective actions.
The study system comprises of IEEE 14 Test Bus system and system stability study is
performed using industrial graded powerful power system simulator software known as
Power System Simulator for Engineers, PSS/E [12]. Violations caused by given
contingencies are obtained and violation alleviation process is implemented. The
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contingency results demonstrated that low voltage profile and flow violations can be
relieved by appropriate load reduction. The similar contingency analysis is carried out using
power flow in Matlab environment, and the LQP_LT index algorithm is simulated for all
the contingency analysis. The objective of the LQP_LT index algorithm is to classify the
weak load buses according to its priority rank for any future preventive and corrective
actions especially for the implementation of under voltage load shedding.
2. Notation
The notation used throughout the paper is stated below.
Indexes:
PSS/E
Power System Simulation for Engineers
ACCC
AC Contingency Calculation
A1
Area 1
A2
Area 1
PV
Transmitted Power P (P) and receiving end voltage (V)
QV
Reactive power injection (Q) and receiving end voltage (V)
p.u.
Per unit
LQP_LT
Reactive power tracing due to load index
Constants:
Qlm
Reactive power flow on line l-m
n
Number of loads
i
Power fraction of load i in line l-m
x lm
3. Description of the System Study via PSS/E
The power flow model analysis for the system is performed using PSS/E software. The
PSS/E software is a leading tool in the power industry for electric transmission system
analysis and planning. It is used by transmission planners, operations planners, consultants,
and many others in over 115 countries worldwide due to its powerful performance,
customizable and full featured.
3.1. Model System in PSS/E
The transmission network studied consists of 14 buses with 5 PV buses and 11 PQ buses.

Figure 1: Single line diagram of IEEE 14 Bus system in PSS/E
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The bus data, branch data and generation data is prepared accordingly into the data entry
file while the single line diagram is developed in the graphical file. Figure 1 shows the
single line diagram of the 14 bus system.
3.2. Power Flow Analysis Development in PSS/E
Three types of analysis were performed in PSS/E software namely, AC contingency
calculation, PV transfer analysis and QV analysis. All the analysis is performed by stressing
the system with overall load increment as well as N-1 or single line contingency and N-2 or
double line contingency. Several important files and system description were defined in
order to perform the analysis in PSS/E.
•
•
•

•

Saved case file (*.sav): This file contains all the information about the buses,
generators, loads, branches and etc.
Subsystem description data file (*.sub): This file defines a new subsystem. It defines
all the buses and subsystems of ‘Source’ and ‘Sink’ that are to be included in the
new subsystem.
Monitored element data file (*.mon): The network elements such as buses, branches
and others to be monitored and recorded in the analysis are specified in this file. For
the study, all buses in the area studied with voltages from 1.05p.u to 0.6 p.u is
monitored and recorded. Besides, branches with flow rating larger than 100% of
Rate A is monitored and recorded too.
Contingency description file (*.con): All contingencies to be tested in the AC
contingency analysis are listed in this file.

With the above system description files, the ACCC analysis, PV and QV analysis curves
were obtained through a series of load flow solutions.
3.3 ACCC Report Generation
The contingency, monitor and subsystem files are utilized by the ACCC features to
perform an analysis of the 14 bus power system. Figure 2 shows the analysis of ACCC.

Figure 2: PSS/E system for ACCC Analysis
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3.4 PV Analysis and QV Analysis
The PV curve is a representation of voltage change as a result of increased power
transfer between two systems while QV curve is a representation of reactive power demand
by a bus or buses as voltage level changes. These analysis methods are used to determine
the loading limits imposed by voltage stability under steady- state conditions.
4. Reactive Power Tracing Concept and Formulation for Novel LQP_LT Index
Load tracing is defined as a task to trace the power contributed by an individual load.
4.1 Formulation of LQP_LT index
A transmission line can be either absorbing or generating reactive power. The
transmission element’s contribution to the reactive power flows depends of its π equivalent
circuit and the voltage magnitude at its terminals. In order to make the complexity of
reactive power tracing accurate, a generalized π equivalent model were developed by
considering all possible reactive power flow directions, which are either generations or
absorptions, at both terminals of sending and receiving, as well as inside the series
impedance of the network elements of the 14 bus system. Utilizing [13-15], with
appropriate modification performed for the purpose of reactive power flow derivation, the
flow Qlm on line l-m can be expressed as a summation of load components as in equation
(1), where n is the total number of loads in the network.

(1)
The component of load defined as
and written as follows:

on line l-m is expressed as a fraction

of load

(2)

thus,

=

(3)

Applying the above concept into LQP_LT of line l-m for summation of
individual load components, gives equation (4):
(4)
or can be written also as:

(5)
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The algorithm is developed in MATLAB environment to automate the reactive tracing in
the system study and the power fraction contribution computation for LQP_LT index is
formulated accurately for contingency analysis computation.
4.2. Computerization of Reactive Power Tracing and LQP_LT index for System Study
Figure 3 shows the flow chart development for the automation of LQP_LT index
computation in MATLAB environment. The algorithm developed in MATLAB is found to
fast, effective and robust in generating the output and it can be implemented for any large
size of power test system.
Start

Obtain Power Flow Analysis
solution for system study

Lines, Load, Generators identification

Eliminate non-participating line
elements

model transmission generation for system study

Computation of equivalent admittances of each load

Generate the inverse admittance matrix for the system study

Computation of LQP_LT index for all lines with respect to load faction contribution

Generate Ranking from highest index LQP_LT to lowest index LQP_LT

End

Figure 3: Flow Chart for LQP_LT Automation in MATLAB
5.0. Case Study and Results via PSS/E
The simulations performed via PSS/E is explained in the following sections.
5.1. AC Contingency Analysis for Single Line Outage
The AC contingency analysis was carried out for single line contingency for the overall
system study and Table 1 shows part of the single line contingency events simulated in the
830
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analysis. The ranked result is extracted and shown in Table 2. The results revealed that bus
14 followed by bus 9, bus 10, bus 11, bus 13 and bus 12 are having the most vulnerable
voltages that can lead to system voltage collapse. The single line diagram captured for the
lowest voltage value of 0.67245 p.u. when line outage occurred at line connecting bus 7 to
9 is shown in Figure 4.
Table 1: Contingency Legends
LABEL

EVENTS

SINGLE 4

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 2 [BUS 2] TO BUS 4 [BUS 4]

SINGLE 5

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 2 [BUS 2] TO BUS 5 [BUS 5]

SINGLE 6

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 3 [BUS 3] TO BUS 4 [BUS 4 ]

SINGLE 7

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 4 [BUS 4] TO BUS 5 [BUS 5 ]

SINGLE 13

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 6 [BUS 6] TO BUS 13 [BUS 13]

SINGLE 14

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 7 [BUS 7] TO BUS 8 [BUS 8]

SINGLE 15

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 7 [BUS 7] TO BUS 9 [BUS 9]

SINGLE 16

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 9 [BUS 9] TO BUS 10 [BUS 10]

SINGLE 17

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 9 [BUS 9] TO BUS 14 [BUS 14]

SINGLE 18

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 10 [BUS 10] TO BUS 11 [BUS 11]

SINGLE 19

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 12 [BUS 12] TO BUS 13 [BUS 13]

SINGLE 20

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 13 [BUS 13] TO BUS 14 [BUS 14]

Table 2: AC Contingency Report
SYSTEM
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

CONTINGENCY
RANGE SINGLE 15
DEVIATION SINGLE 15
RANGE SINGLE 15
DEVIATION SINGLE 15
RANGE SINGLE 15
DEVIATION SINGLE 15
RANGE SINGLE 15
DEVIATION SINGLE 15
RANGE SINGLE 15
DEVIATION SINGLE 15

BUSES
BUS 14
BUS 14
BUS 9
BUS 9
BUS 10
BUS 10
11 BUS 11
11 BUS 11
13 BUS 13
13 BUS 13

V-CONT
0.67245
0.67245
0.67787
0.67787
0.68168
0.68168
0.71596
0.71596
0.73026
0.73026

V-INIT
0.88871
0.88871
0.9074
0.9074
0.90456
0.90456
0.91368
0.91368
0.90945
0.90945

Figure 4: Single line contingency at Bus 7 to Bus 9.
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5.2. AC Contingency Analysis for Double Line Outage
Similarly, the double line contingency was performed and Table 3 shows the contingency
events simulated while Table 4 shows the ranked results from the AC contingency report.
The results revealed that bus 14 followed by bus 12, bus 11, bus 9, bus 10 and bus 13 are
having the most vulnerable voltages that can cause system voltage collapse. The single line
diagram captured for the lowest voltage value of 0.37246 p.u. when line outage occurred at
line connecting from bus 6 to 13 and bus 9 to 14 is shown in Figure 5.
Table 3: Contingency Legends
LABEL
DOUBLE 165

EVENTS
OPEN LINE FROM BUS 6 [BUS 6] TO BUS 13 [BUS 13]
OPEN LINE FROM BUS 9 [BUS 9] TO BUS 10 [BUS 10]

DOUBLE 166

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 6 [BUS 6] TO BUS 13 [BUS 13]
OPEN LINE FROM BUS 9 [BUS 9] TO BUS 14 [BUS 14]

DOUBLE 167

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 6 [BUS 6 ] TO BUS 13 [BUS 13]
OPEN LINE FROM BUS 10 [BUS 10] TO BUS 11 [BUS 11]

DOUBLE 168

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 6 [BUS 6] TO BUS 13 [BUS 13]
OPEN LINE FROM BUS 12 [BUS 12] TO BUS 13 [BUS 13]

DOUBLE 169

OPEN LINE FROM BUS 6 [BUS 6] TO BUS 13 [BUS 13]
OPEN LINE FROM BUS 13 [BUS 13] TO BUS 14 [BUS 14]

Table 4: AC Contingency Report
SYSTEM
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA
'CASEA

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

CONTINGENCY
RANGE DOUBLE 166
DEVIATION DOUBLE 166
RANGE DOUBLE 58
DEVIATION DOUBLE 58
RANGE DOUBLE 155
DEVIATION DOUBLE 155
RANGE DOUBLE 65
DEVIATION DOUBLE 65
RANGE DOUBLE 149
DEVIATION DOUBLE 149
RANGE DOUBLE 65
DEVIATION DOUBLE 65

BUSES
14 BUS 14
14 BUS 14
14 BUS 14
14 BUS 14
12 BUS 12
12 BUS 12
14 BUS 14
14 BUS 14
11 BUS 11
11 BUS 11
9 BUS 9
9 BUS 9

V-CONT
0.37246
0.37246
0.40553
0.40553
0.41371
0.41371
0.42072
0.42072
0.42095
0.42095
0.4236
0.4236

V-INIT
0.88871
0.88871
0.88871
0.88871
0.91544
0.91544
0.88871
0.88871
0.91368
0.91368
0.9074
0.9074

Figure 5: Double line contingency at Bus 6 to 13 and Bus 9 to 14.
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5.3. PV Analysis and QV Transfer for Single Line Contingency and Double Line
Contingency
The PV transfer and QV analysis were performed from the subsystems created for the
AC contingency analysis. Table 5 shows the bus categorization for the power transfer to
take place from the source subsystem to sink subsystem. Figure 6 shows the PV curve
obtained at the weakest bus, which is bus 14 with a minimum voltage value of 0.586 taken
for maximum load transfer when single line outage occurred at line connecting from bus 13
to bus 14. Figure 7 shows the QV curve obtained at the same weak bus scenario which at
bus 14.
Table 5: Source and Sink buses
Source Area 1 (A1)
Bus 1
Bus 2
Bus 3
Bus 4
Bus 5
Bus 6
Bus 7

Sink Area 2 (A2)
Bus 8
Bus 9
Bus 10
Bus 11
Bus 12
Bus 13
Bus 14

Figure 5: PV Analysis for the worst case with single line contingency

Figure 6: QV Analysis for the worst case with single line contingency
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Similarly, the PV analysis and QV analysis with double line contingency were performed
for the subsystem. Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the PV analysis and QV analysis obtained
at the worst case. Bus 14 is found to have the most insufficient reactive power margin to
sustain the voltage stable range of the study system.

Figure 7: PV Analysis for the worst case with double line contingency

Figure 8: QV Analysis for the worst case with double line contingency
For both the cases it was found that the critical buses are ranked at bus 14 followed by
bus 10, 9, 11, 13, 12 and finally bus 8. Any corrective or preventive actions must be
performed by considering those weak buses for overall system voltage improvement.
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6.0. Case Study and Results via LQP_LT index Computation
The LQP_LT index is computed for the single line and double line contingency analysis
using developed reactive power tracing algorithm in Matlab. All power flow simulations
were carried out using optimal power flow.

6.1. LQP_LT Computation for Single Line Contingency
The optimal load flow simulation for the single line contingency is performed in the
same method carried out using PSS/E software. The load increments were performed in
stages with constant power factor, and it was found that the system can have a maximum
loading factor of 2.98 without any contingencies. When the line outage from bus 7 to bus 9
is carried out, the system could not reach a feasible solution. With the loading factor
reduced to maximum value of 2.29, the system convergence is obtained. The LQP_LT
resulted for this case is shown in the Table 6. Figure 9 shows the distribution of load buses
towards the reactive power tracing via LQP_LT index for system lines. The individual load
bus contribution to each transmission lines were obtained accurately and efficiently. The
buses are ranked in priority order with bus 9 is at the highest rank followed by load bus 14,
10, 12, 11and 6. This indicates that the load bus at highest order of ranking should be given
the priority for any corrective or preventive actions by the system operator. The weak load
bus identification found in this case are identical with the ranking results obtained from the
analysis in the PSS/E software.
Table 6: LQP_LT Computation for single line contingency
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Figure 9: LQP_LT index for overall system due to load bus power fraction distribution.
6.2. LQP_LT Computation for Double Line Contingency
For the double line contingency simulation, the system maximum loading factor is
further reduced to 1.35. Line outages were carried out for the lines connecting from bus 6
to 13 and bus 9 to 14. The selections of lines for the double line contingency were made in
parallel with the worst double line contingency resulted from the PSS/E analysis. Table 7
shows the LQP_LT index computed for all transmission lines due to the load bus power
fraction contribution. Figure 10 shows the distribution of load buses towards the reactive
power tracing via LQP_LT index for the whole system lines. The buses are ranked in
priority order with bus 14 is at the highest rank followed by load bus 13, 9, 10, 11 and 12.
Similar to the single line contingency, the results indicate that the load bus at highest order
of ranking should be given the priority for any corrective or preventive actions by the
system operator for the overall system voltage enhancement. The weak load buses detection
found in this case is identical with the ranking results attained from the PSS/E analysis.
Table 7: LQP_LT Computation for Double Line Contingency
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Figure 10: LQP_LT index for overall system due to load bus power fraction distribution.
7. Conclusions
To summarize, a new approach for weak load bus detection has been recommended. The
method implements novel line stability factor, LQP_LT which has the ability to trace the
stressed lines contributed by an individual load in a system. Enabling the priority ranking
list based on the traced LQP_LT, system operator can perform an accurate selection of
critical load bus prior to performing any corrective action against voltage instability
condition. Based on the results obtained, it can be validated that LQP_LT index is robust,
efficient and reliable in identifying the weak load points in any contingency conditions. The
LQP_LT index capability to trace the weak load buses in a system study is in a strong
agreement with the evidence of results obtained via AC contingency analysis using the
powerful industrial graded PSS/E software. Thus, the proposed reactive power tracing
index, LQP_LT is suitable to be applied and implemented in the actual power system
industry.
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